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I. Introduction
Just over 10 kg of residues from metallurgical processes were recovered during the excavation at
Tuckey Street on South Island in the medieval center of Cork city (O'Donnell 2003). The diagnostic
pieces point to basic iron smithing as the main activity at the site, but the assemblage also contained
some material which could be related to a more advanced, but as yet not understood, technology.
Some of the hearth features are possibly connected to this smithing activity.
II. Description of the material
More than half, or nearly 6 kg, of the material consists of partial or complete Smithing Heath Cakes
(SHC) (see Appendix 1). Smithing Hearth Cakes form as a result of iron lost from the object
accumulating with molten ceramic tuyeres or hearth lining and are the typical residues associated
with early iron smithing. The weight of the SHC's from Tuckey Street range between 100 g and 400
g (Fig. 1). A slightly larger specimen (494 g) consists of two separate layers, while another (1204 g)
is formed by two SHC's fused together (Pl. 1). These weights fit within the range representing small
scale object manufacture or repair.

Fig. 1. Weight of complete Smithing Hearth Cakes (g)
Other slag types include rather amorphous pieces also regurlarly encountered on smithing sites in
addition to greyish, light slag with a distinct mother-of-pearl shine (Pl. 2). Similar material has been
observed on sites with both iron and copper working at Aghmanister, Co. Cork and 35-39 South
Main Street, Cork (both unfinished reports by the author). The site at Tuckey Street, however, did
not yield any copper oxide containing residues or other remnants indicating the working of nonferrous metals.
Multiple pieces in the assemblage consist of altered ceramic material, either with an vitrified
surface or adhering to slag pieces. These represent the vitrified parts of the clay protection of the
wooden bellow ends. Three types of ceramic bellow protectors are known to be in use around this
period: circular clay tuyeres which are typically associated with iron smithing in Ireland from Early
Medieval times onwards (Young 2008:5; Dolan 2012:117-118), 'Essesteinen' (hearth or forge
stones), usually semi-circular block of clay or stone with a central blow-hole, occurring in the
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Scandinavian world and adjoining areas from the Early medieval period onwards (Thomsen 1971)
and perforated clay hearth walls which became the norm in England, and further afield, from late
Anglo-Saxon times onwards. The latter material is usual known as vitrified hearth lining and is
notoriously difficult to identify with certainty. Several pieces from Tuckey Street have convex faces
and/or rounded edges suggestive of tuyere material (Pl. 3).
Another category of material was classified as technical ceramics. These were tubular pieces of
highly vitrified ceramic material about 5 cm long and 3 to 4 cm diameter. In section they are mostly
tear drop shaped, but sometimes more oval (Pl. 4). The ceramic material itself is heavily altered and
the exterior vitrification is dark purplish to black. Some of the pieces seem to be fragments of
originally longer pieces, but some show a terminus of even vitrified material, slightly overhanging
the body (Pl. 5). This material is identical to the 'Stopfen' (plugs) recovered during the field walking
and excavation campaigns at Haithabu, an 8 th to 11th century Viking settlement on the GermanDanish border (Westphalen 1989:20,100; 2004:26-27)(Pl. 6). These artefacts had the same size,
shape and materials as the Tuckey Street ones and were also connected to iron smithing. The
function was seemingly first thought be plugs for tapping channels or tuyeres, but this was later
considered unproven. Discussion with Tim Young (GeoArch Ltd.), for which I am very grateful, on
these technical ceramics has led to some possiblities put forward, none of which, however, are
entirely satisfactory. It is possible, but unlikely, that these technical ceramics are some kind of nonmetallurgical kiln furniture or, indeed, plugs of some kind. Alternatively they could have functioned
as filling material within a folded over iron implement, such as the socket of an axe. The function of
this could then be to prevent the interior of the socket from becoming carburized while the rest of
the object would absorb carbon, or to act as a kind of inverted brazing shroud if the interior of the
socket was to be brazed. Neither of these possibilities can be readily understood functionally, nor
are archaeological examples known. Other object types, were either the brazing or prevention of
carburization could have been applied, do not come to mind.
III.Description and stratigraphy of the features with metalworking residues
In the published account, the medieval activity at Tuckey Street was divided into five phases based
on the pottery types found (Fig. 2). Nearly all the metallurgical residues were recovered from
phases 2 to 4, which were dated to the late 12 th and early 13th century. At the northern end of the
cutting, on level 2 (late 12th/early 13th century), two consecutive hearths were uncovered. The
earliest, F93, had no cut and maximum extent of the charred material was 104 x 65 cm, while the
later one, F91, had a sub-circular hearth measuring 73 x 48 x 22 cm. Both were filled with ash and
charred soils. No slag was recovered from these features. The metalworking residues from this
phase were recovered from pit F68, about three meters further north and posthole (pit?) F96, just
east of the hearths. Phase 2A produced smaller amounts of metalworking residues from layer F82,
which directly overlay hearth F91, and ditch F83, to the south of the hearths. The features from
level 3, also dated to the late 12th/early 13th century, were concentrated in an area to immediate east
of the hearths of level 2. Level 3 contained one two-phased hearth, F58, measuring 58 x 48 x 8 cm
and 64 x 50 x 5 cm consisting of a scorched clay base. No slag was recovered from the hearth, two
smithing hearth cakes were found in clay layer F74, which was associated with this hearth, but the
bulk of the material was found in the adjacent layers F33/F38 further north. On level 4, the
metallurgical residues were found in layers F27, F43, F65 and F77, all clay layer deposited over the
same area as level 3 and containing material dated to the same period. Small amounts of material
from phase 5, dated to the mid to late 13 th century, were found in ditches F16 and F34 and could be
residual, but three pieces of slag in a layer belonging to the same phase, F18, may well point to
continued metalworking at a later stage.
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IV. Conclusions
The Tuckey Street material represents the debris from iron smithing and at least one additional, as
yet unknown, activity. The bulk of the metal working seems to have taken place over a relatively
brief period of time: while spread over 3 levels (and a sub-level), these all contain similar pottery
material dated to the late 12th/early 13th century, next to the characteristic 'technical ceramic'
material. Further metal working could have taken place during the rest of the 13th century. Although
none of the hearth features contained any slag material, their close proximity to the layers and pits
which did, would suggest a possible connection between the two. With the exception of hearth F93,
the size of the hearths is on the lower end of the scale of the sizes for similar features from the same
period, with comparable examples at Mannan Castle, Co. Louth (80 x 55 x 8 cm, late 12 th/early 13th
century)(Moore 2001:27), Glendalough, Co. Wicklow (60 x 60 x 10 cm, 80 x 60 x 22 cm and 88 x
48 x 10 cm, 13th century)(Manning 1983:344-346) and Ballyloughan Castle, Co. Carlow (c. 65 x 65
cm, 13th/14th century)(de Paor 1962). Other contemporary smithing hearths are larger, i.e.
comparable in size to pit F93. Some stakehole rows seem to be associated with the metalworking
features, and could represent wind-breaks, but no actual building remains were found to enclose the
activity. The residues point to blacksmithing carried out on or around the site, but the exact nature
of this remains unknown. The iron objects, nails, knives, rivets, awls/punches etc, which were found
in the same levels do not necessarily represent products made here. The majority of pieces of
vitrified ceramics are too fragmentary to allow positive identification of the kind of bellow
protectors used, while some do suggest the use of tuyeres. The 'technical ceramic' material likely
represents the residues of a specific activity related to metal working, which at present is not yet
understood.
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VI. Plates

Pl. 1. Fusion of at least two Smithing Hearth Cakes (F74, L12th/E13th century)

Pl. 2. 'Grey' slag with mother-of-pearl shine on the right (F68, L12th/E13th century)
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Pl. 3. Vitrified ceramic material with adhering slag, showing slighty convex edge
(F33/38, L12th/E13th century)

Pl. 4. Tear drop shaped profile of 'technical ceramics' (F68, L12th/E13th century)
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Pl. 5. Overhanging terminus of 'technical ceramics' (F68, L12th/E13th century)

Pl. 6. Material similar to 'technical ceramics' from Haithabu (Westphalen 2004:27)
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VII. Catalogue
Description

Feature no

Amount

Weight (g)

16

1

91

Piece of grey, glassy slag with mother-of-pearl shine

18
id.

3
1

348
44

Three lumps of rather dense slag
Piece of grey, glassy slag with mother-of-pearl shine

27
id.

4
1

178

Four pieces of rather dense smithing slag
Piece of clay-based material with organic inclusions

33
id.

1
7

335
189

id.

5

225

id.

2

29

id.

1

Nicely former rather dense SHC
Seven pieces of slag, some of the larger ones might be parts
of SHC
Five pieces of vitrified clay with adhering slag. The convex
shape of some might suggest tuyeres rather than hearth
lining
Two pieces of ceramic-like material covered in shiny, grey
slag film.
Piece of corroded iron

33/38
id.
id.
id.

1
1
1
15

296
295
242
600

id.

2

65

id.

1

206

id.

3

34

1

35

1

38
id.
id.
id.
id.
id.
id.

1
1
1
1
1
11
4

123
147
148
115
182
173
45

id.

1

92

id.

1

24

id.

2

43

1

8

46

1

296

11

Nicely former rather dense SHC
Well formed flat, rather dense SHC
Nicely former rather dense SHC
Multiple pieces of rather dense slag, some likely fragments
of SHC's
Two pieces of drippy grey, glassy slag with a mother-ofpearl like shine
Piece of irregular slag with remnants of vitrified clay
visible. The convex shape of the ceramics could indicate
tuyere
Three pieces of corroded iron
Small piece of heat-affected ceramic material with adhering
slag
Probable lump of corroded iron
Well formed, bun-shaped SHC. Rather dense
Complete, irregular SHC
Lump of slag probably a complete SHC
Small irregular SHC
Incomplete irregular SHC
Eleven small pieces of slag
Four pieces of vitrified ceramics with adhering slag, one
piece showing blowhole
Piece of white ceramic material with regular rounded
quartz inclusions, has slag adhering. Rounded edge
suggests tuyere
One piece ceramic-like material covered in shiny, grey slag
film.
Two small pieces of corroded iron
Small piece of drippy, bright red (burnt?) slag
slightly elongated, rather dense SHC
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Description

Feature no

Amount

Weight (g)

id.
id.
id.
id.

1
1
1
9

198
144
183
289

id.
id.

1
6

47
413

id.

7

179

id.

2

68

1

277

id.

16

606

id.
id.

4
5

92
69

id.

7

175

id.

3

74
id.

1
1

1204
494

id.

1

9

77
id.

1
1

324
383

id.

4

72

Well formed flat, rather dense SHC
Part of a larger SHC consisting of two layers, dense, rusty
at the base, lighter, irregular at the upper part
Four pieces of probable SHC fragments

82
id.

2
1

50
9

Two small lumps of slag
Small piece of ceramic material with adhering slag

83
id.

1
2

86

Lump of irregular grey porous glassy slag
One large and one small nail

84
id.

1
1

Heat affected stone
Iron pin

90

1

Probable lump of corroded iron

96

1

143

Small, rather dense SHC
Very irregular, light SHC
Lump of rather dense slag, probable SHC
Nine pieces of light to rather dense slag, some drippy,
some probable fragments of SHC
Piece of grey, glassy slag
Six pieces of vitrified ceramics with adhering slag. One
piece seems to have a straight face, another a convex part
separate from the adhering slag, the latter suggestive of
tuyere material
Seven pieces of ceramic-like material covered in shiny,
grey slag film.
Two large iron nails
Near complete, dense SCH, with some hearth base material
adhering
Rather dense pieces of slag, most showing flow structure to
some degree
Light, glassy blebs of slag with mother-of-pearl like shine
Five pieces (one broken) of vitrified clay with adhering
slag, unclear if tuyere of hearth lining
Seven pieces (one broken) of ceramic-like material covered
in shiny, grey slag film.
Three pieces of corroded iron
Probable accumulation of at least two SCH's
SHC consisting of two layers, the lower dense and rounded,
the upper irregular and lighter
One piece ceramic-like material covered in shiny, grey slag
film.

Rather irregular, light SHC
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